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2013 AEM Student 
Monthly Self Studying Report 

 
Date:3/3/20132 

Name: WEI PAN Email: kwali0611@hotmail.com            

Dorm# HALE6 109C Phone# 808-387-9273 

Courses Reflection 
Definition & Contents with Progress / Results: 
1.Sport nutrition:  
This month teaching included all macro nutrition that human essential needs. Also applying it to those 
athletes who are having unique diet (such as vegetarian, low body fat athlete) and the need of 
supplements. The Midterm exam will be hold next week. 
2.Polynesain Drumming 
Ten drumming rhythms learning are included for complete this course. And it’s the requirement to 
enter the public concert in the end of semester. This month 10 rhythms learning are finished. And 
reviewing and rehearsing are major contents now. Self-practice is needed for improvement. 
3.Fitnesee for Living 
This course is designed to achieve health, wellness and physical fitness. In the course contents we are 
required to learn new sports and relevance knowledge, such as stress management, weight 
management, yoga and wallyball etc.. In additionally, the course required us to exercise an hour per 
day both aerobic and anaerobic way to keep the well physical fitness. Therefore it is my regular work 
now beside the study. Also last week I had my first Sumba dance in class and it was hilarious but good 
exercise. 
4.Intro to LDS 
A requirement course that need to take in this semester. Course is designed for us to understand the 
basic principles and doctrines of LDS. This month content includes “The sacrament of the church” and 
“the church and the priesthood”. Achieved 97% at this midterm test.  
5.Water safety and instruction 
A course that provides the certification and training needed for a swimming instructor. Couse includes 
instruct both children and adults in real teaching environment. And in these few weeks I am teaching a 
boy at 5 years old, preschool level swimmer. My goal is to let him back float without anxious feeling, 
and it is truly a challenge for me to accomplish now.   . 
6. Introduction to pacific island. 
Course is designed for us to understand the people and culture of Oceania. This month contenting 
lifestyle and culture knowledge of Rotuma and Fiji. That includes Video of “The land has eyes” and tour 
to Fiji village at PCC. Midterm exam just finished, around 80% achieved. 
 
 
Credits: 
Sport nutrition: 3 CP                               Intro to Pacific Islands : 3 CP 
Polynesain Drumming (Chamber Ensemble): 2 CP       Intro to LDS: 2 CP 
Water Safety Instruction: 2 CP                          Fitness For Living: 1 CP 
 
Total of 13 CP for this semester. 
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School / Organization Activities  
Contents and Purpose / Results: 
This month most excited event was luncheon with Uncle John and President Orgill. They shared the 
principles of the AEM program and their experiences of traveling around in Asian. And six of us AEM 
students returned our story and dream of ambitions to them. Furthermore, I taught President to play 
our Atyal traditional instrument “Lubu” which is the instrument we used to attract girls. And in the end 
I gave him and Uncle John the instrument as the gift from Taiwan. It was sad to hear that Principle is 
leaving PCC in Feb. however we did have our honor to meet and know him before his leaving. 
 
 

Club / Social Activities 
Major Contents/Contact/Results: 
This month my challenge was to pass my PADI diving certificate for the dive club in BYUH. And it was 
tough to train at night especially in winter session. However we spend two weekend and 2 nights to go 
through it and now I am certificated diver and I am very pleased with that. 
 
Self Learning Valuation  
Due to the study schedule of my plan, I am trying to learn as much as I can in this semester. Therefore
beside physical training that I do an hour per day other times I adequately used all my energy in 
studying. However I did find it is quite hard to catch up sometimes. But I believe as the time goes by I 
will get more familiar and blend into it.  

※ Submit to Ms. Maggie Chen (mimichen@wish-aloha.com.tw ) on 5th of every month.  If it 
delay may cause negative point to program end evaluation.   

※ It will cause serious mistake, if it found out copying from the others. 
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2013 AEM Student 
Monthly Self Studying Report 

 
Date: 4/3/2013 

Name: WEI PAN Email: kwali0611@hotmail.com             

Dorm# HALE6 109C Phone# 808-387-9273 

Courses Reflection 
Definition & Contents with Progress / Results: 
1.Sport nutrition:  
Sport nutrition is one of my major and favor course for this semester. It’s not easy, because we are 
facing a lot of professional terms which made me confused sometimes. The Brother Hoeger (the 
teacher of Sport nutrition) who taught and wrote professionally in this area for several years, therefore 
I am very honor that I have been taught and educated by him this semester. The final exam and 
assignment will starts and due next week. 
 
2.Polynesain Drumming 
We had our final concert on March 22th. It went smooth and admirable, all students preformed better 
than we usually are. Teacher (Kumu Lyoyd) were pleased on our performance and decide to have a 
farewell party before end on this semester.  

3.Fitnesee for Living 
As mentation before this course is designed to achieve health, wellness and physical fitness. As a 
result, I have been training for an hour per day for 3 months now. My body fat has dropped 2% and I 
lost 3kg on my body weight and I am happy with the result, because I am not only gained knowledge of 
health lifestyle but also achieved the physical fitness that I wanted. 
4.Intro to LDS 
The text book we are reading now it’s called “The Mormon Faith” which is a great book that explains 
clearly about LDS for us. Also we do require to write two searches for Principles and Doctrines 
Reflection per week. Brother Kongaika is a kindest man, he has the patience to teach us as slow and 
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clarify as he can who also I found easy to discuss about this faith in the school. Even though I am not 
member in the church but I do enjoy the study of this region in class in this semester. 

5.Water safety and instruction 
This course provides the certification and training needed for a swimming instructor. Therefore I have 
been teaching Laie elementary school children and community children for past few months. And 
actually I learned how to be a good teacher rather than be a better swimmer. Today was the last class 
for teaching, I had six kids for 45mins with me in the pool, I taught them the basic skill of front crawl in 
game mode, as result we had great fun, me and my teacher were impressed on this effort as well. 
6. Introduction to pacific island. 
The greatest challenge for this month is my culture presentation on New Zealand for this course. 
I had two members with me in this group. I was charging with traditional food and sport. Therefore I 
mad the traditional NZ’s “Beacon and Egg Pie” and “Maori Bread” to serve in presentation. And I got 
great feedback on the food and presentation. This Saturday, our teacher invited us to do “Hangi” the 
earth oven cooking party. One of most interesting and unique course for this semester. 

School / Organization Activities  
Contents and Purpose / Results: 
School culture night was held in this month, which all countries presented their culture in a night show 
style. Due to the Polynesian Drumming concert I need to preform therefore I couldn’t join any show for 
culture night, but I did enjoy watch the event very much.  
Another event that happened in this month, AEM students were invited to Brother Henderson’s house 
(who interviewed us before we came to school.) for lunch and we shared our own experience 
throughout learning of life. 
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Club / Social Activities 
Major Contents/Contact/Results: 
Even though I am not a member of church but I still trying to go to church if I can. I found very peaceful 
to be in the church and it is always great to talk with missionary to listen their testimonies and feel 
their truth faith. And I am horned with great roommates that always trying to help me with schoolwork 
or any social problems. 

  
 
Self Learning Valuation  
After 3 months of study, this is the final week for all school works. I had great time to be a student 
again, however for the next semester I am planning to put more work with uncle John and other 
administration staff to change my learning field in the school.  

※ Submit to Ms. Maggie Chen (mimichen@wish-aloha.com.tw ) on 5th of every month.  If it 
delay may cause negative point to program end evaluation.   

※ It will cause serious mistake, if it found out copying from the others. 
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2013 AEM Student 
Monthly Self Studying Report 

 
Date:5/3/2013 

Name: WEI PAN Email: kwali0611@hotmail.com            

Dorm# HALE6 109C Phone# 808-387-9273 

Courses Reflection 
Definition & Contents with Progress / Results: 
April was an irreplaceable month, with summer break and new starting summer semester I 
have been through a lot of new experiences. Firstly, the course grades from last semester 
were comforted enough to switch focus area for this semester. Which means I am taking two 
courses now and putting more time with Uncle John and other PCC works.  
The new school courses are: 
Business communication (2CP): 
It’s another required course for AEM students. This is a writing course designed to 
improve the workplace writing competence, such as; writing a negative letter, 
professional resume and mock interview training. However, it’s a two months course 
therefore a lot effort need to be done in this short period. 
Life Saving (3 CP ): 
This is a follow up course of my Water Safety Instruction last semester. To be 
participate with this course I will receive the American Red Cross Waterfort 
Lifeguarding, CPR/AED for the Professional Rescuer, Oxygen Administration, and 
First Aid Certification. Plus the WSI certificate, I will have five certificates with in the 
end of AEM program. 
Total of 5 CP for this semester. 
Last Semester Result ( 6 A  GPA: 4/4) : 
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School / Organization Activities  
Contents and Purpose / Results: 
Beside the school work, I am currently working with Vice President John Muaina (Uncle John) in the 
Human Resource division every day after 2:30pm to 6pm. I attempted all job orientations that I could, 
and made a list of questions that I will ask Him. At that point, he shares all his knowledge and takes me 
to all different meetings and divisions that can answer my inquiries. I am experiencing and learning 
enormously now. For instance, participating in PCC General Conference with all Vice Presidents and 
President to be familiar with the PCC procedures, talking with Sisters in Customer Benefit to 
comprehend the feedback data. 
I am horned that PCC are sharing and discussing all information with me, and I defiantly will cherish 
this experience. 
 
 

Club / Social Activities 
Major Contents/Contact/Results: 
I am not participating any school club this semester, however as an AEM student, PCC are requiring us 
to take Covey’s seven habits class by Brother Bobby. Even though, I have been taught the seven habits 
class back in Taiwan last year, but I still enjoy taking the class again. The Brother Bobby is a great 
teacher and a lovely person as well. And I am looking forward to work with him more after. 
  
During the summer break, I surfed all the different beaches in OAHU. I enjoyed so much and I felt an 
accomplishment in my surf experiences. 

Self-Learning Valuation  
Now, we are in half way of our AEM program study. I am pushing myself to elevate more and more. 
Hoping I can accomplish all the challenges and goals.   

※ Submit to Ms. Maggie Chen (mimichen@wish-aloha.com.tw ) on 5th of every month.  If it 
delay may cause negative point to program end evaluation.   

※ It will cause serious mistake, if it found out copying from the others. 
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2013 AEM Student 
Monthly Self Studying Report 

 
Date:6/3/2013 

Name: WEI PAN Email: kwali0611@hotmail.com             

Dorm# HALE6 109C Phone# 808-387-9273 

Courses Reflection 
Definition & Contents with Progress / Results: 
Summer semester is a fast and tough semester for student in BYUH. Because its 
breaks into 2 parts, A and B, and we only have nearly two months to accomplish each 
one of them. However, I am glad that after few more days my summer A semester will 
be finish and new challenges will be there ahead. 
The Summer A courses are: 
Business communication (2CP): 
A required course for AEM students. The professor, who is a great teacher full with 
passion and knowledge of teaching. Even though the course time in Summer A is 
short and rush, but I am glad that we have this great opportunity to work under 
pressure and learn the amazing business skills as well. We had this mock interview 
and persuasion presentation both were very engaging and inspiring. And due to the 
multicultural classroom we are having, we are able to view different aspect from 
different country. Such as the aspect of a Beijing student can be totally opposite then 
a student from Texas in a mock interview for the same job. 
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Life Saving (3 CP ): 
I am excited because In few more days I will be a certified life guard, one of my 
childhood dream that is finally to be fulfilled. In this course we are required to swim 
and practice lifesaving skills for at least two hour every day. I have been soaking in 
swimming pool for so long sometimes I felt the smell of disinfectants are everywhere 
around me. And I believe the student who enrolled this course are quite same 
personality like me therefore I immediately met a lot good friends. 
 
Total of 5 CP for this semester. 

School / Organization Activities  
Contents and Purpose / Results: 
As mentioned in last month report, I am focus working with Uncle John and observing 
all operations in each divisions. Currently I have been all the divisions and personally 
interview all of them. Start by this month I am organizing all my research and putting 
them into files. As this progress, I am able to recognize the missing information or 
any fields that I am not covered and to be able to re-perceive them again. 
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Club / Social Activities 
Major Contents/Contact/Results: 
As an AEM student, we are requiring to take Frank Covey’s seven habits class by 
Brother Bobby as a training course by PCC. Even though, it’s only took us 7 days to 
accomplish them, but we had great fun in the class just because we didn’t require to 
hand in any homework or do any test, even better we have desserts for every class. 
Last week in gradation dinner, brother Bobby took us to prime dining restaurant, and 
we were treated like VIP and feed like king. And I am glad we can learned and also had 
fun at the same time. 

 

Self-Learning Valuation  
Two more months to go, At this stage I did learn a lot experience and ready to take 
back to share with others. However, I am still trying my best to absorbing everything 
that around me and hoping not to miss any opportunity till the end. 

※ Submit to Ms. Maggie Chen (mimichen@wish-aloha.com.tw ) on 5th of every month.  If it 
delay may cause negative point to program end evaluation.   

※ It will cause serious mistake, if it found out copying from the others. 
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2013 AEM Student 
Monthly Self Studying Report 

 
Date:6/3/2013 

Name: WEI PAN Email: kwali0611@hotmail.com             

Dorm# HALE6 109C Phone# 808-387-9273 

Courses Reflection 
Definition & Contents with Progress / Results: 
The summer break has arrived. The accomplishment of Business communication 
and lifesaving classes were not easy tasks In a short summer A semester. Especially 
when Professor were requiring higher achievement than others. However due those
difficult challenges I believed it made us able to learn more than just knowledge but 
also the attitude to handle things under the stress.  
The result for Summer A:  

 
Business communication: A-   Life saving: A   GPA 3.95/4 
 
 
School / Organization Activities  
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Contents and Purpose / Results: 
During this summer break, beside the attending of regular Manager Meetingt held 
every Tuesday, I am also putting more time in PCC to observer all different villages. 
By taking photos and writing down the information and consolidated them together 
in to file. The following photo was taken in Tahitian wedding ceremony at Tahiti 
Village. 

 
 

Club / Social Activities 
Major Contents/Contact/Results: 
I took one week off just after the Summer A semester finished, and I traveled several 
places such as: Waimea Valley, Hale Iwa, Hanauma Bay, Dole Plantation etc… 
By traveling around places I gained more experience with Hawaiian culture and 
hospitality also it’s a great research for me to get ready for my family who are coming 
in July. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Self-Learning Valuation  
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It’s all coming to the end. In this stage I am still trying to put everything together and 
always reminding myself to learn as much as I can.  

※ Submit to Ms. Maggie Chen (mimichen@wish-aloha.com.tw ) on 5th of every month.  If it 
delay may cause negative point to program end evaluation.   

※ It will cause serious mistake, if it found out copying from the others. 
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2013 AEM Student 
Monthly Self Studying Report 

 
Date:8/3/2013 

Name: WEI PAN Email: kwali0611@hotmail.com             

Dorm# HALE6 109C Phone# 808-387-9273 

Courses Reflection 
Definition & Contents with Progress / Results: 
During the month of July, I have been spending most of my time in observing PCC 
and attending officer meeting every week. I am very glad that Uncle John arranged 
this opportunity for me to attend office meeting. Especially during this “Zero Based 
Budgeting” meeting session, I am getting great details of how each divisions operate 
from the bottom to top, and all those information gathered are helping me a lot on
accomplish my report now. On the other hand, I choose self-study more about 
nutrition and exercise during the “Summer B”, therefore spending 2 hours per day to 
exercise myself and reading any health relate researches it’s another major tasks for 
me as well.    
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School / Organization Activities  
Contents and Purpose / Results: 
Since AEM program started we all know BYUH is a spiritual place. Therefore beside all 
the culture or sport activates, I am also trying to involve with more church activities 
as well. For that reason meeting the missionaries and attend the sacrament meeting 
are both regular activities that occurs every week. And I must say, during these 
activities I am meeting a lot great people and they definitely bringing me great 
experiences. A week ago we had this great opportunity to cook for our ward 
missionaries. As an experienced cook, I made some fried rice and sweet and sour 
pork those easy recognize Chinese food for them. I guess they really like it because 
the ward bishop asked me to teach and cook on church family evening next Monday 
again. Nevertheless, I am really glad that I am able to distribute benefit in it as well.
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Club / Social Activities 
Major Contents/Contact/Results: 
I joined an archery club that outside the school. We need to practice for an hour every 
Tuesday. Besides that, I am also tutoring a western student who are learning Chinese 
for free, but for exchange he need to help me on my English as well. 

 
Self-Learning Valuation  
I think this is the last self-studying report that I need to write. It’s have been eight 
months since we arrived here. I am very grateful to having every moment in here. and 
I believe this is a life experience that I will always remember. 

※ Submit to Ms. Maggie Chen (mimichen@wish-aloha.com.tw ) on 5th of every month.  If it 
delay may cause negative point to program end evaluation.   

※ It will cause serious mistake, if it found out copying from the others. 
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